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1. In the following passage,  one word has been omitted in each of 

the lines, against which a blank is given. Write the missing word 

along with   the word   that  comes  before it and the word that 

comes after it  in the space provided. Underline the word you 

have supplied.  First one has been done for you as an example. 

                                                                                               

    Before Missing 

word 

After 

a. A bookshop  a unique demand. bookshop enjoys/has a 

b. It  not something     

c. that  you  in every street or mohalla these days.    

     d.   Books , which once  the most  sought after for     

     e.   youngsters in their formative years  have  their    

f. previous glory. Ask any youngster  which the     

g. latest book he has  and    

h. he will baffled. All  school-  goers     

i. say  that  they   have  never  any motivational book.    

                     

                               Answer 

 

before                    missing  word          after 

a.             It                              is                            not 

b.             you                           find                         in 

c.             once                         were                        the 

d.              are                           losing                    their 

e.              which                        is                           the  

f.                has                          read                        and 

g.                will                           be                        baffled   

h.                never                        read                      any    

 

 

                                                   



 Q. 2.  There is an error in the use of verb in most of the following lines. Find 

the error and write the correct word in your answer sheet. The first one has 

been done as an example. 

On  10
th

 November, 1910  Tolstoy suddenly decides              e.g. decide … decided 

 to renounce his home. He is accompanied by                              (a)  

 his daughter  and his doctor. He  leave                                        (b)   

 his house in the middle of the night. He had reach                     (c) 

 the  following  day the monastery of Uptina  

and spend the night there writing an article.                                (d) 

On 12
th 

 he reached the Convent where his  

sister, Marie had been stayed as a nun.                                          (e) 

He told his sister that he will like to                                                (f) 

live in the Convent if no pressure is put                                          (g) 

on him to enter the church. The visit can                                        (h) 

not be kept a secret.   

 

Q.3. There is an error in the use of verb in each of the following lines. Find the error and write the  

         correct word in your answer sheet. The first one has been done as an example. 

        When Gagarin has been in space for                                              e.g. has … had 

         rather an hour, he had nearly complete                                               (a) 

         a journey right round the earth. It is                                                    (b) 

         time to prepare for the landing. This is                                                 (c) 

         perhaps the most dangerous part of the trip. 

         If he comes into the air too quickly,                                                       (d) 

        his ship will rub against the air particles                                                (e) 

        and the friction will make the ship very                                                  (f) 

        hot. It will burn up. The speed                                                                 (g) 

        of the Vostok  have to be checked.                                                            (h) 

Q.4. Choose the best word from the options given in bracket to  fill    the  blanks :  

 

Climate change ----------------------- (a) (is, was, will, has) one   of  the most   (b)  (hot, hotted, hotly, 

hotting) contested environmental debates of our time . (c)……………………….. (will, can, have, 

has) The West  Antarctic ice sheet melt entirely. Will the Gulf Stream Ocean current (d) 

……………. 

( was,  be, is, are) disrupted. May be.  May  be not.  

 --------------------- 


